
Great British Sex & Dating:
A deep dive into 16-24 year olds’ experiences with sex 

and dating



METHODOLOGY:

With a 20-minute online survey on 4Youth community, we collected feedback 
from 113 respondents on felt about sex as a whole and their experiences with 
watching porn, seeking sexual advice, and online dating

We also surveyed all adults on OnePulse speaking to a sample of 500 Men and 
500 Women.
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OBJECTIVES: 

➢ Explore overall attitudes towards sex including:

➢ How sex is discussed and who with

➢ The role of porn in shaping perceptions of sex

➢ Explore perceptions of online dating

//THE RESEARCH



EXECUTIVE 

SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sex looks like anything from enjoyment and pleasure through to anxiety and disappointment, however 

as 4Youth become more experienced (and get to know themselves better!) they’re learning the 

importance of listening to their own desires and putting their pleasure first

• Anxiety and disappointment often stems from false ideas of what sex should look like, or how one 

should ‘be’ during sex.  Many believe these expectations/ pressures come from porn, which creates 

unrealistic standards of sex and reinforces gender stereotypes

Almost all know it is important to seek relevant advice (even if they’re feeling embarrassed!), and 

either have done or would in the future. Where they choose to go depends on their situation

• The most popular sources being friends who provide personal, informal advice; medical 

professionals, who provide trustworthy practical advice; and online professional websites, which 

provide anonymous and multifaceted advice

77% of young people have used or are open to using online dating. Majority of young people use dating 

apps for fun and also to fill time when they are bored, with using the app to  find a serious partner 

ranking lowest.
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SEX AMONGST 16-24 

YEAR OLDS
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Over half of 16-24 year olds 

engage in regular or sporadic sex 

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=113 Q. To what extent do you consider yourself sexually active?

35%

23%

14%

28%

Have sex regularly

Have sex sporadicly

Had sex in the past but

not currently having sex

Never had sex

The majority of 4Youth 

members having regular or 

sporadic sex are in 

relationships or casually dating 

people; very few single 16-24 

year olds are having regular or 

sporadic sex

Sexual activity:
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4Youth are well aware of 

the health risks following 

unprotected sex so 

ensure that when they’re 

getting down ‘n’ dirty, 

they’re doing so safely

Most popular forms of contraception used…
Amongst sexually active females

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=63 Q. Have you ever used any of these forms of contraception? 

*Low base size for males Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N= 23 

Almost all male 4Youth are using 

condoms when having sex*

83% 
use condoms

75% 
are on the pill
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As they grow older and gain more experience, 16-24 year 

olds are learning to listen to their body and only do what 

feels right for them, when it feels right for them

Consent and boundaries are key and do not feel that you have to make 

yourself uncomfortable to make someone else feel comfortable. Sex is for your 

enjoyment, not just your partner’s

- female, heterosexual

Take time to understand what I like and how long I can last before exploring 

too much with my partner. Also try mutual masturbation to comprehend what 

the partner likes and how we can both be satisfied by sex

- male, heterosexual

4Youth are getting to know and feel comfortable with their 

body, their sexual desires and their boundaries. Getting to 

know themselves means they can ensure their needs are 

fulfilled when having sex, or engaging in other sexual 

activities

16% 21% 62%

I feel comfortable with my body…

I masturbate regularly…

37% 7% 57%

Disagree [bottom 2] 3 Agree [top 2]

I understand my body and my pleasure very well…

12% 23% 65%

“

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=113 Q. We’re now going to show you a series of statements to 

do with yourself, your body, and sex and we’d like to know how much you agree or 

disagree with them.

“
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They’re aware that

communication is key to 

achieving a healthy and 

happy sex life

COMMUNICATION IS KEY

Open and honest communication is essential, 

there’s no shame in telling your partner what you 

like and what you don’t – in fact, this helps to 

establish/ maintain an intimate bond and makes 

sex more pleasurable for both parties

Relax and do whatever feels comfortable but exciting. 

Communication is key. If you're not comfortable with 

something make sure your partner knows

- female, heterosexual

Be confident - nothing is embarrassing during sex. If you trust 

your partner then talk to them and communicate how you 

are feeling

– female, heterosexual 

Talk more, communicate during sex and it’s way better

– male, bisexual 

“

“

“



When sex is intimate, and 

communication is open, it 

becomes an incredibly 

enjoyable and pleasurable 

experience where 4Youth 

express feeling confident 

and satisfied
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67% feel confident having sex 

Males are more likely to report feeling 

confident when having sex*

79% of 16-24 year olds find sex satisfying

While 73% of women find sex satisfying, all the 

men we spoke to said they usually find sex 

satisfying*

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N= 81 Q. Please let us know which of these you have experienced. 

*Low base size for males Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=23
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60%

53%

25%

35%
31%

51%

Not climaxed during sex Not reached climax despite

arousal or excitement

Reached climax quicker than I

would like

Women Men

Looking at all 

adults, 

Women are 

more likely to 

not climax 

whereas Men 

are more 

likely to 

climax sooner 

than expected

Source: One Pulse Feb 2022, Q. Please let us know which of these (if any) you or have ever experienced
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For many, good sex doesn’t need to end in an orgasm. Approaching sex more 

mindfully with a focus on the intimacy and connection can lead to higher 

satisfaction and pleasure, whether it ends in climax or not is

Despite acknowledging sex isn’t about the orgasm – 63% can’t help but feel upset 

when their partner doesn’t achieve climax, perhaps the (false) perception of what 

sex looks like is deeply embedded!

While reaching climax is enjoyable for 4Youth, it isn’t 

a  requirement for many in order to have satisfying sex

Sex is something to be enjoyed and not 

something that HAS to happen. But it’s also a 

very special form of intimacy and if you treat it 

as such then it won’t always matter if you do 

climax, because that’s not all what it’s about

– female, lesbian

It’s a very special form of intimacy and if you 

treat it as such then it won’t always matter if 

you do climax, because that’s not all what it’s 

about. It’s a lot better personally when love is 

involved

– female, heterosexual 

“

“
I always climax during sex…

50% 11% 39%

I feel upset when my partner doesn’t climax

21% 16% 63%

Disagree [bottom 2] 3 Agree [top 2]

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=81 Q. We’re now going to show you a series of statements to do with yourself, 

your body and sex, and we’d like to know how much you agree or disagree with them



Sex and pleasure amongst 

females is a taboo subject; lack 

of open communication and 

conversation here means many 

have been left feeling anxious, 

disappointed and dissatisfied

13Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N= 81 Q. Please let us know which of these you have experienced. 

*Low base size for males Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=23

60% feel anxious during sex

Across the board; whatever their sexuality, gender or 

relationship status, anxiety around sex is a relatively universal 

experience for young people.  This is underpinned by unrealistic 

perceptions of what sex should be

51% have not enjoyed sex; women are twice as likely to 

have experienced this than men* 

This is intertwined with the taboo around female sexual pleasure 

(which largely stems from porn) and often results in women not 

being vocal about their desires leading to unenjoyable sex

I would advise [my younger self[ to become comfortable to be 

more vocal about what I like and what I definitely don’t like!

– female, heterosexual
“
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52% 51%
47%

40% 40%

31%

47%

29%

41%

21%

Been uninterested

in sex

Used lube during

sex

Not enjoyed sex Felt anxious during

sex

Felt no sexual

excitement or

arousal during sex

Women Men

At a total 

adult's level, 

we see 

Women have 

more negative 

experiences 

during sex vs 

Men. The only 

exception to 

that is feeling 

anxious 

during sex
Source: One Pulse Feb 2022, Q. Please let us know which of these (if any) you or have ever experienced
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A BIG NO TO PRESSURE

Understanding it’s ok to say no if you don’t want to 

engage in any types of behaviour – whether that be 

shaving, acting a specific way or engaging in sexual 

activity.  If  you don’t want to do something, your 

partner / person your seeing should respect that

Don't feel embarrassed about masturbating, don't feel pressured to 

shave, just relax and enjoy it and do it when you both want to and 

don't do it when you don't want to. It's not a big deal 

– female, bisexual 

Don’t do anything you don't want and do not let yourself be forced 

to do things because you think it will satisfy your partner or make 

them love you more. You are a human you are not a doll or a toy, 

your pleasure is as important as anyone else’s 

– female, heterosexual

If you don't feel comfortable doing something, do NOT let your 

partner gradually persuade you into doing it 

– female, bisexual

As 4Youth grow older and 

gain more experience, they 

have learnt that anyone 

who puts them under 

pressure, isn’t the right 

person for them

“

“

“
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Sex has been (and continues to be) a journey of exploration.  Many 

reflect on how their journey started too fast, and admit they most 

likely weren’t ready

Don’t jump into it, take it slow and wait for the right person to 

come along (though that doesn't mean wait for marriage just 

sleep with someone who respects you as a person rather than 

seeing you as an object to have sex with)

- female, bisexual

Don't rush. It is so important that you are emotionally and 

mentally ready for having sex. It is also so important to have a 

partner who understands this - don't let your partner pressurise 

you into doing something that you don't want to do

- female, heterosexual

No need to jump straight in to try and get experience. It’s 

better to do it with someone you like who likes you than with 

someone you don’t care about

- female, heterosexual

Many regret rushing to lose their virginity or engage 

in other sexual activity just so they weren’t the last 

one amongst their friends to do so

Females in particular admit they lost their virginity for 

the sake of having sex, rather than for a pleasurable 

or special experience

If they could go back and do it again, they’d slow 

down and do it when they actually feel ready, not 

just when peer pressure gets too much



PERCEPTIONS AND 

THE IMPACT OF PORN
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While 3/4 have watched porn, only 1 in 10 watch it frequently.  

For the most part, those who watch it do so from time to time 

I genuinely think it’s fun and arousing, especially when wanking, 

although I don't use it that frequently 
– female, heterosexual

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=113 Q. How often do you watch porn? 

N=83 Q. How old were you when you first watched porn?

“

10%

41%

23%

27%

Regularly

Sometimes

Used to but don't

anymore

Never

Porn watching frequency:

9 was the youngest age

15 was the average age

20 was the oldest age

Age of first watching porn:

10

15

23

Compared to 2014

7% watch porn all the time

39% watch it quite often

44% watch it rarely

Compared to 2014
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4Youth acknowledge there are some BIG issues 

with the way that porn depicts women and men

The porn I always found was a bit 

demeaning to women, the men 

were overly aggressive and 

dominant, and the women 

looked a bit uncomfortable

– female, bisexual

All the women in mainstream porn 

are stereotypically feminine. With 

long blonde hair, skinny, and 

obviously fake boobs. They're all 

shaved and completely hairless, 

it's impossible to keep up with

– female, heterosexual

Women in porn… Men in porn…

• Are thin, hairless

• Are passive, submissive

• Climax loudly and unrealistically 

quick

• Have a larger than average 

penis size

• Are aggressive, dominant

• Always climax

Women and men in porn are depicted homogenously, seemingly always with 

the following characteristics: “

“
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“

Porn’s portrayal of women as submissive can reinforce 

unrealistic stereotypes about gender, and underpins 

idealistic standards about sex

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=113 Q. Please take a look at the statements below and tell us the extent to which you agree or disagree with them.

N=50 Q. We are now going to show you a list of statements. Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with them

Porn’s consistent depiction 

of women to be submissive 

and men to be aggressive 

has real life implications 

for how young people learn 

about sex and gender 

relations 

Research from numerous 

sources suggests that 

engagement with porn has 

led to sexualisation of 

women within wider 

mainstream media (McNair, 

2014)

McNair, B. (2014). Rethinking the effects paradigm in porn studies. Porn Studies, 1(1–2), 161– 171.

88% believe that porn 

sets up unrealistic 

expectations around sex

80% believe that porn 

exacerbates gender 

stereotypes

Men should understand that 

not every woman in cleanly 

shaved every day or has a 

bleached butthole or 

aesthetically pleasing slender 

bodies, but women should also 

not expect every man to have a 

genital size of 6’inches or 

greater or be expected to last 

in bed for a for a copious 

amount of time or rounds

– female, heterosexual

“
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Some females express their fears that when men watch porn, even if 

it is ethically produced and empowering to women, it will have a 

negative impact on the way they view women in real life – increasing 

sexualisation and expectations of idealised femininity in sex

This extends beyond straight porn into lesbian porn, where some believe that the fetishization of women and 

their sexualisation is highlighted even further.  This can feel harmful to the gay community as it can feel 

demeaning and extend into everyday life circumstances

I think women are rarely portrayed as 

empowered. Even if they feel empowered, 

male viewers don’t always appreciate that

– female, heterosexual

“ WLW [women loving women] porn is sexualised significantly more 

than MLM porn. Of course, it makes sense that cis straight men 

would watch WLW porn (and vice versa), but this may eventually 

lead to the watcher adapting harmful ideals: e.g. sexualising WLW 

(and generally queer people) in everyday life circumstances, not just 

as their tools to masturbate/object of their desire

– female, bisexual

“
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Despite all its issues, porn can be fun and arousing, so long 

as it’s watched with the caveat that it’s not a reflection of 

real life and real sexual experiences

• Get people in the mood by inspiring arousal

• Be a form of boredom relief

• Help people to reach climax – over half of 

4Youth members masturbate regularly and 

porn can help stimulate arousal when alone 

PORN CAN…
Amateur porn is the preference for 

some, as it is seen as more realistic and 

passionate than professional porn

It takes you to a fantasy world and also relieves stress and anxiety and it is 

good because I experience with my partner what I see there

– male, heterosexual

I find it can help my imagination and fantasies that I have in my head, some 

that I've never told anyone. I don't really watch porn to look at the people in 

it specifically, I watch it to imagine myself in that scenario in the video and I 

will also imagine my partner is the one in that scenario with me

– female, bisexual

“

“

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=113 Q. How often do you watch porn?

N= 113 Q. We’re now going to show you a series of statements to do with yourself, your body and sex, and we’d like to know how much you agree or disagree with them.



SEEKING SEXUAL ADVICE
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Shame is not the 

aim of the game; 
4Youth know the benefits of 

seeking out sexual advice.  Even 

those who would feel 

embarrassed, would still seek it 

when necessary

54% 13% 33%

Disagree [bottom 2] 3 Agree [top 2]

Over half would not feel embarrassed to 

ask questions about sex02

Over half of 4Youth have sought out sexual 

advice in the past, and over 1/3 would do so if 

they needed do

01

Felt embarrassed to ask questions about sex:

59%

37%

4%

Have

Would

Wouldn't

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=89 Q. Have you ever, or would you ever seek sexual advice from someone or somewhere? 

N=113 Q. We’re now going to show you a series of statements to do with yourself, your body and sex, and we’d like to know how much you agree or disagree with them
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Medical professionals, friends, professional websites and 

social media are most popular places 4Youth go to for advice

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 N=109  Q. You said you [pipe:AF1] sexual advice. Please tell us from where you [pipe:AF1] this advice. Please tick all 

that apply

63%
61%

36%

10%

19%

12%

62%

37%

17%

Medical

professionals

Friends Partner Colleagues Mum Sister Online -

professional

websites

Online - social

media

Online - brand

websites

*Only reported on stubs with 

>5% 

Who 4Youth seek advice from*:

Only females would go to 

their Mums and sisters for 

sexual advice

2% Dad 4% Brother
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“Online advice is an anonymous 

and speedy way to learn about 

issues relating to sex, and is 

therefore often the first port 

of call for 16-24 year olds

Circumstance: As a starting point, best sex toys / 

research on sexual issues.

I needed advice on sex toys and which would be 

the best size/shape/type for beginners as I had 

only used the basics (bullet vibrator etc.) so 

turned to a YouTube about this subject for 

advice. I chose to turn to social media as it was 

a more private way of seeking advice and was 

informative yet the video I watched was in a 

chatty, informal style which made it feel like I 

was getting advice from a friend. They gave lots 

of different suggestions which I have tried 

– female heterosexual 

I looked up whether I should get the coil to 

reduce pregnancy risk using online professional 

websites to see how it works and the risk 

– female, heterosexual

Source: 4Youth Feb 22  Q. Please tell us about the last time you needed some sexual advice, and please be specific in your response. A few things to

include in your answer: What did you need advice on? Where/who did you go to for advice? Why did you choose this place/ person? How was the 

experience of seeking advice?
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“4Youth seek medical advice 

only when it’s 100% necessary 

i.e. a serious issue

Circumstance: STDs / morning after pill etc.

Some recall feeling that doctors have not taken their issues 

seriously in the past, meaning they only visit when it’s 

absolutely necessary

I need advice on how to have sex by applying an 

anaesthetic. I got advice from a vulva specialist. 

I chose this place because my GP has referred 

me to this. It was nice, they have been really 

helpful, and you could tell that they care about 

you recovering

– female heterosexual 

I have been putting it off as I’ve been to medical 

professionals before about sexual health advice 

and they have either not been interested or talk 

down to you as if you’re a child

– female, heterosexual

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 Q. Please tell us about the last time you needed some sexual advice, and please be specific in your response. A few things to

include in your answer: What did you need advice on? Where/who did you go to for advice? Why did you choose this place/ person? How was the 

experience of seeking advice?
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“
Friends are an informal and 

trustworthy source of advice, 

they provide a safe space to be 

open and honest about any 

concerns/ share experiences

Circumstance: Sex positions / expressing worries / 

contraception advice.

I have been in a long term relationship and I felt 

that that our sex life was dwindling so I wanted 

some advice on how to improve this and if this 

sort of thing was normal even if we’re both young 

and active. I went on the internet and spoke to 

friends who have also been in long term 

relationships as I felt they had the answers - it 

was good to hear their own experiences as it 

made me feel more reassured about my own 

relationship

- female, heterosexual

I asked a friend for advice about sleeping with 

girls- it's not something I've done much of and 

she's in a relationship with another woman. it 

was less the specific mechanics and more about 

just how it feels to be in a dynamic where some 

of those heteronormative assumptions and roles 

are removed. I think sometimes I also feel invalid 

in my bisexuality (because of self doubt not lack 

of attraction to women) so it was reassuring to 

talk to her about that in relation to sex as well. It 

was a great experience! My friend is amazing 

and always makes me feel better about things 

- female, bisexual

Source: 4Youth Feb 22 Q. Please tell us about the last time you needed some sexual advice, and please be specific in your response. A few things to

include in your answer: What did you need advice on? Where/who did you go to for advice? Why did you choose this place/ person? How was the 

experience of seeking advice?



SEX EDUCATION
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Friends, school and TV/film are where most 4Youthers learnt 

about sex 

Source: 4Youth March 22 N=111  Q. Thinking back to where and how you learnt about sex

62%

53%

46%

32%
30%

24% 23%

13%

Discussions with

friends

Sex Education lessons

in school

TV/Films Porn Online – social media Discussions with

parents

Online – educational/ 

health websites (e.g. 

Planned Parenthood, 

bisexuality.org, 

sexetc.org)

Discussions with

siblings

*Only reported on stubs with 

>10% 

How did 4Youth learn about sex*:

Interestingly more 

stated they learnt from 

porn rather than 

speaking to parents



Sex education in schools focused on 

contraception, puberty and  

reproduction which 4Youth felt was 

limiting

31Source: 4Youth March 22 N=91 Q. What Sex Ed topics did they teach you about at your school?

Q. We’re now going to look at some statements about your thoughts on Sex Ed at school. How much do you agree or disagree with the following? 

Mostly condom application, avoiding sending 

nude images online and how pregnancy works. 

There was no intersectionality, no 

discussions on consent, no acknowledging 

the frequent use of porn and how it sets 

unrealistic expectations, no teaching on 

gender identity either 

– female, lesbian 

“

I remember learning functionally how sex worked (sperm 

in egg etc) but not anything about consent, pleasure 

or relationships. Boys and girls were split up (again, 

quite problematic) but it meant that they didn't hear 

anything about how a period works and went into 

adulthood with false assumptions which are super 

dangerous. We missed out on queer sex education as 

well which would have been nice 

– non binary, bisexual 

“
90% 87%

64%

51%

33%
23% 20%

14% 14%
2%
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I think there should definitely be more of an emphasis on what we should 

accept and not accept - knowing that it's your body, your choice, your 

power, and that ultimately it's more than just a way to make kids - it's 

about pleasure too

– female, bisexual

Queer sex education! Gender! Consent! Pleasure! The anatomy of the 

clitoris! Different ways to have sex! Taking the focus off penetrative sex! 

I'd make sure the sex ed was taught with all genders in one room so that 

everyone could learn about everyone's bodies and make sure they're not 

going in with misconceptions to the rest of their adult lives. 

– non binary, bisexual;

It should cover consent, masturbation, safe sex, fetishes, etc. These are 

important topics as it teaches us how to understand our bodies. I think it is 

important for these to be addressed in a safe space such as sex 

education lessons rather than online where misinformation can happen

– female, heterosexual 

I  would have wanted to know what is sexual pleasure, what is 

masturbation, what are sexual diseases and how to avoid them, what are 

the negatives and positives of porn, what is consent and breaking myths 

and beliefs that prohibit sexual pleasure

– male, heterosexual 

“

“

“

They wished they could have 

learnt about consent, pleasure, 

queer sex and myth busting!

26%

88%89%91%

Sex education at school

is irrelevant to the real

world

Sex education in its

current state, is not

doing enough to educate

young people about safe

sex and pleasure

Sex education at school 

is very important for 

young people’s 

understanding of sex, 

sexuality and pleasure

Sex education at school

is very limited compared

to what young people

learn elsewhere

The majority of 4Youth believe sex 

education in schools is important but it 

is limited 

Source: 4Youth March 22 N=101 Q. How much do you agree or disagree with the following?

Q. Imagine you were put in charge of what gets taught for all future generations in sex education 

lessons. What are the main things you’d make sure were covered? - Why are these things 

important? -

“
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With education in school limited, there 

is an opportunity for brands to help 

educate and break the taboos when it 

comes to sex

Source: 4Youth Feb 22  Q. Please tell us the impact this would have if you saw a campaign which 

spoke about these issues (i.e. a brands advertising either on social media, on a billboard, or 

TV). Seeing a brand do this would….

Would you like to see more (relevant) brands speaking about sex and pleasure to raise realistic 

awareness and alleviate any discomfort in these conversations?

85%

68%

54%

48%

Reduce the stigma around

speaking about such topics

Make me and other people like

me feel more comfortable

speaking about our experiences

Give me the confidence to speak 

out when I’m not enjoying sex

Help me and others like me to

have sex that feels good 87%
Would like to see relevant 

brands speaking about sex 

and pleasure to raise realistic 

awareness

8 in 10 feel that campaigns 

which address difficult 

conversations around sex 

would help reduce the 

stigma. They want to see 

brands speak about sex 

and pleasure to set 

realistic expectations.



ONLINE DATING
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77% of young 

people have used 

or are open to 

using online dating

Of the 59% of 16-24s that told us they

were single, 54% are current or past

users of dating apps, with a further 23%

saying they would use be open to signing

up to an online dating service in the

future

32%

40%

28%

Single and loving it

Don't really care

I want to be in a relationship

Do you enjoy being single?
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Young people use 

dating apps for fun, 

and to procrastinate

38%

40%

42%

46%

49%

75%

To find a serious partner

To meet like-minded people

To boost confidence

To not feel lonely

Out of bordom

For a bit of fun

What do you think is the purpose of using 

dating apps?

“I think it was fun for a while and did ease 

boredom for a bit, but it gets really boring 

really quickly and I don’t have time to 

check on it all the time”

“mostly use dating apps out of 

boredom, I don't really like the idea 

of meeting someone online however 

it can be nice to speak to people and 

know that people find me attractive. ”

This attitude towards being single is reflected in

their attitude towards online dating services -

young people see them as a bit of fun, and

something to kill boredom; it’s telling that finding

a serious partner was the least selected from our

list of options.

“I'm using them to meet like-

minded people with no 

pressure of finding a 

relationship. . ”

“I think online dating apps are 

fun and a good way to pass the 

time. It’s nice to talk to a range 

of different people, especially 

with the lockdown”Source: 4Youth Jul 20 N=78



Usage of specific apps
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9%

11%

22%

4%

20%

13%

44%

20%

11%

9%

27%

42%

18%

29%

44%

51%

78%

56%

18%

13%

4%

31%

11%

11%

16%

11%

45%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Match.c

om

Plenty of

Fish

Grindr

eHarmo

ny

Bumble

Hinge

Tinder

Currently using it Used in the past Heard and would consider using it

Heard of but wouldn't consider it Haven't heard of it

Tinder, Hinge and Bumble are the services 16-24s 

are currently using

Source: 4Youth Jul 20 N=78



16-24s want as much 

info as possible from a 

dating app

382%

12%

14%

22%

23%

35%

37%

39%

43%

46%

61%

64%

69%

73%

82%

Star sign

Dietary choice

Weight

Occupation

Fitness

Height

Gender…

Fashion style

Location

Sexual orientation

Future aspirations

Age

Hobbies & Interests

Appearance

Values

Important factors in finding a 

partner

% Agree

Source: 4Youth Jul 20 N=78



Any questions?

Amber Trott
Senior Research Executive

atrott@channel4.co.uk

Sophia Field

Senior Research Manager

sfield@channel4.co.uk 


